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Synchrotron Radiation, Characteri s t ics t Instrumental um and t'rinciples

gf Rcaearch Applications - an Introduktion

E. E. Koch and I). E. Eastman

I . l Synchrotron Rad ia t ion äs a Scient i f ic Tool

Observations and studiea of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation

wi th matter have provided us wi th much of our knowledge about t he geome-

t r ic and electronic structure of tlie world surrounding us. This has been

evident for sonie t i nie für t he visible und x-ray region3 of t he radiation

spectrum. In the past few decades, important devetopments in neu suurces

of radiation have enabled us to extend spectroscupic methods into the

nonvisible regions of the spectrun. These extcnsions into the uttraviolet

and shorter wavclongths äs uell aa into the infrared and beyond liave broadened

our views in many reapecta. Today, apectroscopic methoda and photon-scatter-

ing experiraents uf a wide-ranging variety are indispensibte toola for basic

and applied research in physics, chemistry, biology and nedicine.

The cuncept of electromagnetic waves äs devetoped by Maxwell and others

tngether with the elucidation of the quantum theory of radiation in our

Century has provided us wi th the knowledge needed both to geuerate radiation

and to tailor its properties so äs to obtttin a maximua of useful Information

from each experiment. For esample, spectroscopy in th« visible region has

been the experinental basis for quantum mechanics while infrared spectroscopy

has provided detai led Information of ehe geometrical properties of molecules.

For Btudies of excited statea o£ atotus, pioleculea and Condensed matter, the

encrgy of ehe radiation quanta must be natched to the excitation energies

of these systems, whi le the geoaetrical atructure of matter, even äs conplex

äs t hat of proteins, is well natched by the wavelengths of x~rays. Without

exaggeration one can conclude that many neu sourcea of radiation which have

been developed have lead to inportant discoveries and advances in hasic

and applied science, and certainly Synchrotron radiation (SR) is such a

source (Fig. l , Fig. 2).
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äynchrotron radiation is produced when a fas t charged par t i c le wi th an
2 .

energy E »n^ c la deflected in a stroiig magnetic f ie ld . Circular

electron and positron accelerators - in particular storage rings - in

which the particles nove wi th relativiatic energies, are the "natural"

man-Bade sources of this radiat ion (Fig. 3, Fig. 4) . In Figure k a SR

source is schematically sketched. Electrons are injected into an electron

Synchrotron (Booster) at a relatively low energy, aay several )OO MeV

fron a linear accelerator; in the Synchrotron these electrona are accelerated

on a fixed circular orbit. The Synchrotron conaists of an array of raagnets

for focusing and bending the beam and straight linear sections for accele-

rating the particles. Ttie magnetic field in the def lec t ing magnets rises

during the acceleration in order to keep the electrons on the same circular

path when their energy is gradually increased. Finally, when they reach

the appropriate energy, the electrons are traneferred to the storage rings.

Here the nagnetic field remains conatant. Accelerator sections within the

storage ring conpensate for the losses due to Synchrotron radiation. Around

the storage rings the radiation from the stored electrons can be used by

various experinents.

For spectroscopy SR has a number of outStanding properties:

1. Intense continuum fron the infrared out to the x-ray region.

2. High degree of collimation (i l nrad).

3. Folarization, completely linear in the plane of orbit.

k. Time structure, pulse duration äs short äs 100 psec.

5. Quantitatively known characteristics.

6. High stability of storage rings.
-9

7. Clean environment (10 Torr).

Thus, SR spans the large gap between the far UV and the x-ray ränge äs well

aa being a unique x-ray source, and the unique combination of the above

characteristics offers far reaching possibilities for many f i e l d s of science

and technology.

Traditionally, ehe two nost coumon techniques have been absorption and

reflection spectroucopy in the 1R, visible and UV, and d i f f r ac t i on in the

x-ray ränge. Scaetering, emit ted fluorescence and electron euiission by
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radiat ion may also be stitdied and have become wiuely practiced. For

the tat ter experiwenCs, the ab i l i ty to study these processes using SR

äs a function of tlie excitation energy, which can be selected fron

t h« continuuin by various typea of nonochromators, is a majur advantage.

Purtlierroore, there are a nunber of experimentg which very elegantly

can ttake use of the white continuum of SR.

We have suoroarized many of the widely-used spectroscopic tcchniques

and their relation to scient i f ic Problems in the matr ix appearlng in

Table l and in Fig. 2. In Many areas of current research important con-

tributions have been made by the use of SR äs a light source. Aroong

these are;

(i) Atomic and molecular spectroscopy of higlily excited states

including absorption, photoelectron and uass spectroscopy, äs

well äs t ime-resolved apec troscopy.

(ü) Investigation of the energy band structure of soltda and surfaces

by neans of angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy and of ex-

citons; deep level spectroscopy.

( i i i ) X-ray absorption and x-ray scattering experimenta für the tnveatigat~

ton of the g^ometrical structure of crystalline and araorphous solida,

dilute syetevs, and biological naterials.

(iv) Use of SR for applied research in soft x-ray up t ics , soft x-ray

microscopy, and x-ray lithography.

While the appl jcat ions of SR are wide-ranging and not a horaogeneous aubject ,

Lhere is no doubt that SR i tself is a fascinat ing theme.
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It is fei t that thöre is much to be gained by br ing ing the diverse types

and applications of research wi th Synchrotron radiation togeiher and to

provide «asy access, thus s t imulat ing cross-fertilization of ideas and

methods. Thete is no doubt that th ts large f i e ld wil l continue to expand

and remain a raajor international scientific act ivi ty in the coraing

decade. This is due to the world-wide growth in faci l i t ies and their new

capabilities äs well äs to the large and diverse body of researchers inte-

rested in using thie radiation for their research projects.

In the present chapter ue give a qualitative introduction to the field

by addreasing simple questions such äs, what is Synchrotron radiation,

what is the historic development wbich leJ to the present worldwide interest,

what is the Status of SR sources and how do they compare wi th other sotirces,

and what are the najor areas of activities at present and in the foreseeable

future. These queations are discussed in depth in the following chapters.

1.2 Wha_g_js Synchrotron Radiation? A qualitative jescription of its

properties

The theory of Synchrotron radiation based on the work of Ivanenko and

Pomeranchuk (1944) and Schwinger ( I9A6 , 1949, 1954) ha s been described in detail

during recent years, both in convenient summaries (e.g. Sokolov and Ternov,

1968) äs well äs in basic textbooks (Sooberfeld 1949, Jackson 1962).

Por a quanti tat ive description of the properties of Synchrotron radiation

a convenient starting point is Schwinger's fonnula for the total power

radiated by a monoenergetic relativistic electron on a circular orbit

(c.g.s units):

where

(D

(2)

Xc iü the "cut off wavtlenglh given by

4»fi ,
Xt ,__7-i. \lA) = 5 (3)

18.6 • b(tssla) E (üeV)



und

Ln the above expressions, > • E/MC where e, m and c have Llio usual

meaning, X is the wavelength of the emit ted radiul ion, R t Im hending

radiuB of the electron orbi t , <l> the azimutal angle and K , / 2 (O.

K ,,(£) are modi f i ed Nessel functions of the secoud kind (see für in-

atance Watson (1945) ) . In Fig. 5 the characteristic d i red t inna l paitern

fron a charged re la t iv i s t ic particle is sketched. The radiat ion is

emitted into a very soiall angular cone around the par t ic les instantaneous

direct ion of f l i g h l . At the "cut-off" energy tc = hi:/Xc the anßular

w i d t h «l>> is I / Y J at lower energies <i|>> varies roughly äs <i|*> "• (ec/e)

for L<f c -

1/3

The spectral poucr per unit photon energy I{e,ty) de di|i rather Chan per

un i t wavelength I (X , i ( j ) dX df (eq. 2) is more useful for many piirposesi

2L<G,i|i) • I (X, i j ( ) - hc/e dX - hc/e

For exiimple, using eq. 4, the number of photon s in an i n f i n i l e l y high

sl ice of one mrad horizontal wid th for X > X G is given by

pliulorib
* ^cV-nU.nuad '«« "»"/(«»A» •(««,))'«-W«V))-«

w i t h j • particle current in the accelerator.

(5)

Synchrotron radiatiun from proton accaleratore is ncgligible. for energies

np to uevcral liundred CeV the classical theory shows t Im t due to the heavier

mass of the proton only a negligible part of the emif ted radiation power

is in tht ränge of the visible light spectrun or at shorter wavelength. Sole-
ly the abrupt change of tlie nagnetic field occiirring at the magnet edges can

lead to emisaion of SK by a higti energy proton beam (Coiseon 1977) and

indeed recently v i s i b l e SK emitted by 4OO GeV protons in the CERN super proton

Synchrotron (SCS) or iginat ing f r o« the edges of the bending oiagnets haB been
observed {Bossart et al. 1979).

For applicat ione in spectroscopy, x-ray scattering experinients and otlier

app) ica t iona , the fn l lou ing properties of SR from clectrons (or positrona) are
of pritne iraport a nee:

1. Hidg_ .sgectral ränge, intense continuura from the in f ra red to the x~ray reglon

The gtiieral shape for the radiation spectrum of an electron moving in a

curved trajectury ia slioun in Fig. 6. The trorizontal wavelength scale is

defined by the quan t i t y X c , known äs the c r i t i ca l wavelength, and the

vertical scale of i n t ens i ty siroply by the electron current and energy.

In a practical device , the value of Xc is given by the foroiula
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5.6 K 18.6
(6)

with E in GeV, R in neters, B in TesU and 1 X - 0. l nm.

The shape of the spectrum shows tliat in order to obtain radiation

extending fron the x-ray region to the far infra-red, Xc oiust be
^ l X or shorter; eq. (6) indicates that thia can be achieved ui th

a value of E of a few GeV and R a feu metres.

As evident fron eq. 5, the amuunt of radiation emitted from a
storage ring is directly proportional to the number of stored

electrons. The spectra of total emitted f lux for several storage

rings are depicted in Fig. 7. Here the number of photons per aec per
an angular Segment of l mrad horizontal width per 0 . I Z bandwidth is

plotted versus a photon energy scale. The total flux is the important
quantity for experinents which do not need resolution.

2. Excellent direction properties, high degree of collimation,

spectrai brill iance

The radiation emitted by a single electron emerges (for X - X c) at a
2 -\n angle 0 ^ l /y where "y = U/m1]c , m0c being the electron rest mass

energy (0.511 MeV). Por E in the GeV region, thia angle can be smaller
than 0.1 nrad (-̂  O.O06° or 20 sec of are). The intensity of the

radiation äs a function of the elevation angle f against the otbital

plane is shown for a specific storage ring äs an example for three photon

energiee at the top of Fig. 8. Thus, the plane of the accelerator is

filled with radiation, uhile the eniasion in the off-plane direction

typically is confined to a wedge of only about one milliradian angular

spread.

Together with the wide »pectral ränge, the excellent directional properties

can be exploited in order to obtain high spectrai bri l l iance over a large

spectrai ränge. The spectrai br i l l iance is the quant i ty to be taken into
account for many experiments, e.g. in calculating the properties of an

x-ray nonochromator. The b r i l l i ance of the source depends on the extent
of the radiating area äs seen by an observer (aee belou); in chis case, the

source size and directional properties of the radiation enter. The average
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Spectral br i l l iance aa a function uf wavelength für several Synchrotron

radiat ion sources in shuwn in Fig. 9. The Output spectrum can further be

eiihanced in spec i f ic beara l i lies by the use of wigglers and undulators

äs described below.

3. Hell defined polaristitüin

The radiation erai tted by an elc-ctron in the plane of its orbit is IOOZ

polarized with the electric vector parallel to the orbi tal plane. Above

and below t l i is plane, the radiation is e l l ip t ica l ly polarized lo a degree

determined by tlie viewing angle.

The two factors in eq. (2) in square brackets are associated wi th the two

components of polarization. The first desctibes the component uith the

electric f ie ld vector E parallel to the orbita] plane, tbe second wi th E

perpendicular to the plane. Using aa the defini t ion for the degree of po-

larization

(7)

one obtains for P äs a function of X and

" ' (8)

Thus, in the orbital plane ((• - 0), the light is IOOZ linearly polarized.

Taking the storage ring DORIS aa an example, the degree of linear polari-

zation parallel (I..) and perpendicular (T.) to the orbital plane äs a

funct ion of angular distance from the plane is shown in Fig. 8 for an

energy of 3.5 GeV. The radiation off the plane of the orbit is not an un-

correlated superposition of parallel and perpendicular polarized coraponents,

but is e l l ipt ical ly polarized. 1t can be decomposed into l e f t and right

hand c i rcular i ly polarized radiation aa shown in the lower part of Fig. 8.

A. Fast tiroe structure

Electrons circulate in compact groups (bunches) in storage rings in syn-

chroniam with an applied radio frequency field wliich replaces the energy

lost by the emission of aynchrotron radiation. The bunch length is
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typically 50 psec to l nsec. Thus, aa far aa the time structure is

concerned, the storage ring has outstanding properties; the radiation

is emitted in short flashes of bunch length time and haB a very stable

intensity from bunch-to-bunch (see Fig. 10 for example). For spectroscopic

experiroenta the repetition frequency is also an ioiportant parameter. It

is detenoined by the repetition frequency of the filled bunches. Maximura

Separation between two pulses is obtained in the slngle bunch mode, i.e.

only one bunch in the fü l l ring orbit is fil led. In this case the period

of revolution determines the repetition frequency, which ranges from a

few nsec to a feu usec. The experimentally determined pulse shape is shown

for DORIS (Fischer and Böasroariitti, 1972) and ACO (Lopez-Uelgado et al. 1974)

in Fig. 10.

The emission of SK in ordinary bending magnets is incoherent äs Benard

and Rousseau (1974) have shown in their theoretical investigation of the

statistical properties of SB äs long äs the wavelength is smaller than

the tength of the electron bunch. In particular the f ields eraitted at the

same point by two successive pulses are completely independent.

5. Quantitatively known characteristics

The fact that the properties of SR can be quanti tat ively calculated wi th

the help of a amall number of well defined parameters is an Important

attribute of SR for the spectroscopist when planning and designing hia ex-

perimenta. Furthermore, this calculability is the basis for the nou well

established use of SR äs a calibration Standard in the UV, VI)V and x-ray

regions.

-9
6. Clean Environment (p<_< 10 Torr), high stability of storage rings

SR is generated in an ultra high vacuum environment . This is an important

attribute for nany applications. Thus, e.g., experiroents in surface physics

who require uindouless monochromatora profit from this property. Clearly,

the excellent atability of the source is an advantage.

In addition to these general cooraents concerning the properties of SR, let

us euaraarize those parameters of primary consideration in deacribing the

source propertiea in ordinary bending magnets, in wigglers and undulatora.

They are äs fölIowa:
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Bendjng Hagnet a

a) The natural divergence öl the emitted light which is equal to
0 43l /> at Ac and which varies like ( A / A C ) ' ;

b) The divergence o£ ehe electron beam in the inagnet (horizontal

and vert ical: o ' and o z ' ) ;

c) The size of the source seen by the observer: the vert ical size

is the slze of the electron beam itself (oz) whereas the horizontal

size is determined by the horizontal size of the electron beam (t>x)

and by the Segment (radluS R, orbital angle 0) accepted by the ..
2 2 2

beam line opt ics , i.e. effective horizontal siüe = (ox + (RQ /2) J i

d) The total emit ted f l u x per horizontal unit angle integrated in the

vertical plant in a given bandpass (see Fig. 7 and Section 1.5);

e) The spectral br i l l iance 39 deftned äs the ratio of the total emitted

flux divided by the product of tlie apparent beam size and the total

divergence of the emitted beara (natural divergence + electron beam

divergence) (aee Fig. 9c and Section 1.5).

Tims far we have consitJered SR originating from the circular trajectoriee

of electrons in bending magnets of storage rings. Wi th the steadily

increasing technological skills in accelerator design and the groving

experience in operating such machines, very interesting devtces for extend-

iag the capabi l i t ies of SR sources have become feasible. The pihuiiples

of the most f requent ly discussed devices - wigglera and undulacors - are

sketched in t'igs. II and 12.

The purpose oE t h i s device, which is located in a straight settion of a

ring, is to force the electron beam to execute a trajectory w i t h a shorter

local radius of curvature tlian in the dipole beiiding inagnet s by using a

larger magnet ic f i e l d . Such a wiggler increases the c r i t i ca l energy and

shif ts the overall spectrum to higher energy. Typica l ly , N - 5-10 "wiggles"

can be aclüeved by us ing 2 N + I poles wi th an increase of H in f lux; one

"wiggle" w i t h three poles is shown in Fig. II.

Undulators

Normal Synchrotron radiation. is emitted by charged particles subraitted

to a centripetal accelerat ion, However, it is well known that any

kind of acceleration will give a light emission whose properties can

be calculated via well-known relativistic electrodynamical equations.

li relativistic electrons are subjected to particular conf igurations of

periodic accelerations (e.g. using a per i öd ic transverse magnetic field

with N poles), quaei-coherent or coherent radiation can occur which has

a very different spectral distribution than Chat of SR from a bending

inagnet. Two conf igurations which have been consldered in detatl are (i)

a transverse sinusoidal magnetic f ield with per i öd XQ and niaxinuim field

anplitude Bo and (ii) a helical f ie ld in which the field arapl itude remains

constant but the direction of the field vector rotates around the axis of

the undulator äs a function of the distance y along the axis (see e.g.

Uinick and Knight, 1977; Spencer and Wintcfc 1980, Farge 1980, and Uinick

et al. 1981).

The properties of the enitted light depetids both on the geometry of the

undulator and on the aperture of the electron beam travelling through tliis

device. When an undulator iö operated so äs to obtain quasi -coherent

radiation, the wavelengths of radiation seen at an angle 6 from the tra-

jectory (nth hacmonic) are

2 2 2 2
A* 0* + a ) (9)

Eq. (9) is va l jd , if the number of poles N > 2 and ay < l , with a

being the maximum electron deflection angle.

The uain characteristics of the radiation from an undulator are:

a) Strong angular dependence of A (at 0 - I / Y , A is double than for 9= 0).

This makes it very important to have a amall electron beam angular spread o'.

In fact, to select a band wi th a relative wavelength bandwidth (A = A A / A ) ,
2

the angular spread should be smaller than & /y-



b) The form of tlie spectrum depends on clie "def lecl ion parameter"

K - ovy = °-0' ßo *« ("o *n 'l'eala and *0 in Cln) w h i c h is independent

of tlie electron energy, For K « l only one spectral liarmomc is
2

emitted (A " AQ /2 1 )• its wavelength is independent of Bo and ine
2

pouer emitted is proportional to B0 . For K > l, many liarmon i c. s

appear, tlieir envelope being similar to a normal Synchrotron radiation

spuctrum. The quant i ta t ive aspect of the spectrum for d i f f e r e n t valuee

of tlie parameters K - ay and o'y J E shown in Fig . 13.

At least three d i f f t ren t modes of Operation can be proposed:

(i) Curve a of Fig . 13: W i t h a small deflection and a small angular

spread, only one harroonic wi l l be enitted ihrougti a small pinhole on

the axis of the undulator. This harmonic wi l l be aIniost independent of

B and will have a low power compared to the case where K > I.

(ii) Curve c of Fig. 13: With a large deflection and a sniall angular

spread, h igh power is emitted throu^h the same pinhole in many bands,

which can be tuned wich the magnetic f ie ld B. For a well coll iraated

electron beam (o'y « l / /N) , the increase in spectral br i l l iance is
2

proportional to H .

(iii) Curve d of Fig . 13; Wi th a large def lect ion and no pinhole the

spectrum is similar to the usual SR with a power luultiplied by N

("multiple wigglera").

The use fu lness uf these devices and llieir properlies are cur ren t ly

under active study at a nuniber of places and recent reviews of th is in-

teresting topic have becn given by Spencer and U i n i c k (I98ü), Farge

(1980) and W i n i c k et al. (1981). The possibili ty of increasing the
2

spectral br i l l iance by N (N = 50) is very exci t ing and will o f f e r new

opportunities. To i l lus t ra te the present state of these developmunts,

we reproduce in Figs. 14 and 15 the eroission of tlie ORSAY undulator

and observations of undulator radiation at Tomsk.

Free Electron Laser^

A future application of storage rings opened by the increasing

capabilities offered by modern accelerator technology wi th the use of

undulators ia the Operation of a free-electron laser (FEL). For a FEI.

in a storage ring, the basic irfea is to obtain stimulated elecro-

magnetic radiation directly frora relativistic electrons. A Schematic

description of such a source appears in Fig. 16. The major components

ate a relativistic electron beam along the optical axis of an optical

resonator, or optical cavity. A static spacially periodic transverse

magnetic field along the axis Forces electrons onto a path similar to

that in an undulator. In this way, a gain for one particular frequency

may be obtained. An optical resonator seetns necessary in arder to

obtain high power.

Two experiments have been done at Stanford in 1975 and 1977 with an

electron beam from a linear accelerator (Elias et al. 1976, Üeacon et al.

1977, Pellegrini I960) which have shown that it is possible to operate a

free-electron laser. The conetruction of an FEL using the 0.7 GeV NSLS

storage ring is underway at Brookhaven National Laboratory and is dis-

cussed for the storage ring BESSY in Berlin (Gaup and Madey, 1981).

Other Devices

At the end of this aection we raention two other devices which might

be interesting sources of SR, al though u n t i l now they have not yet provcn

their technical feasibil i ty äs an advantagous "light source".

Intense relativistic electron rings used for the collective electron

ring accelerator (e.g. Schumacher 1979) can emit a high-intensity conti-

nuum in the VUV apectral region . Although the ring dimensions are very

imich 8maller (50 cm and smaller) than those of conventional storage rings

the electron current in the rings can be made very high (several Kilo

aaperes). Schumacher (198l) has recently discussed such a device having

a tine averaged brightness higher in the VUV region than that of present

day storage rings.
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l'article chanueling (e.g. Ceinael 1974) is anotlier taethod wtiicli way

be exploited äs a radiation source. Tlie pr inciple is soraewhat simi-

lar to thai of an undulator. Relativistic charged particles channeled

in a crystal undergu a periodic motion wliich should result in t he

Emission of forward-directed electroraagnetic radiation of relatively

narrou linewidth. The radiatiou from these particles in predicted

to be highly directional, linearly polarised and considerably more

intenae thau ordinary bremastrahlung on a per-unit-solid-angle

per-unit-frequency interval basis, (e.g. Vorobiev et al. 1975;

Kumakhov and Wedeil 1977 and Pantell and Alguard 1979).

Alguard et al. (1979) liave recently reported on the first observa-

tion of the emission of such channeling radiatiun uaing 56 HeV

Positrons and a silicon crystal. They found tliat the observed spec-

tral peaks in the energy ränge of 30 to 50 KeV, correspond well to

tboae predicted for tlie given Parameters of t hei t Experiment.

1.3 l l is tortcal ftemarks

Synchrotron Kadiat ion and its use äs a ac ien t i f i c tool lias an interesting

history. The prediction of the phenomenon, the search for this new kind

of radiation, its discovery and the notion of its pntent ial usefulness

are indeed "and interesting case history" in modurn science, äs has been

noted by G.C. Baldwin (1975) in his paper on the "Origin of Synchrotron

Radiation"; (see also Kerst, 1975). In the following ve Highlight a few

historical notes (Sokolov and Ternov, 1968, llaenael and Kunz, 1967, Madden,

1974, Kulikov 1976 and Lea 1978) hf> inf> fully aware of the dangera aasociated

with giving credit to "firsts" and wich the limitationa of relyinx princi-

pally on the puhlished literature.
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The phenomenon that an electron in a circular trajectory would radiate

was predicted in a pre-quantum aad a pre-relativistic language almost

IOQ years ago. At that tinie, it was well known from classical electrody-

pamics that accelerated charged particlea radiate. J. Larmor (1897) gave

an expression for the instauianeous total power radiated by a s ingle, non-

relativistic electron äs

2 e2 dp 2

3 ^ 3
(10)

where e is the electric Charge, c is the velocity of light, v and p are

the velocity and momentutn of the charged particle, respectively, and m is

its rest roass. In 1898, A. Lienard (1898) published an extension of Labor's

fonnula for the rate of radiation from the centrtpetal acceleration of an

electron in a circular trajectory. G.A. Schott (1907, 1912) fürther deve-

loped the classical theory in connection with early modele of the atom and

in an attempt to deseribe the discrete nature of atomic spectra, As is

well known, the Bohr raodel of the atom described the regularities in atomic

spectra elegantly and the results of Schott's work were forgotten for a

long time. Ho attenipts were raade to ve r i fy experimentaily the conclusions

of the classical theory and for more than 30 years radiation fron an

accelerated charge was mentioned only in textbooks (e.g. Abraham 1923,

Abraham and Becker, 1933; and Hauer, 1936).

After this early work quite some tine elapsed without noticeable progress

until, in the I940's, the subject of radiation fron relativistic electruns

received new attentton in university and industrial laboratories. In the

I940's much effort was being devoted to the design of accelerators for the

ptoduction of very high energy electrons and other charged particles, pardojlarly

in the US (fcg. Ketst 194l) aid d*USSR (e,g.Vefcsla- I9W). It iaa rwognized that de radiation

losses incurred by electrons place severe limitations on the highest

energies attainable, a principal inherent linitation which applies to the

construction and Operation of the "big circular machines" to the present

day. On Hay I8th, 1944, a letter to the editor of The Physical Review

entitled "On the maximal energy attainable in a betatron" by D. Iwanenko

and 1. Pomneranchuk (1944) was received. In a discussion of the operating

principles of a betatron, the authors pointed out that radiation losses by

electrona cnoving in a magnetic f ield imposed a limitation on the maximal

attainable energy. They also stated that quantura effects do not play an

important röle, because tlie dimensions of the orbits are very large. A

number of pertinent theoretical investigations of the problem followed.
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We mention ihn papers ot the group at Hoscow University by Ivanenko,

Sokolov and Ternov (Ivanenko ec al., 1948; Sokolov et al., 1953;

Sokolov and Ternov I9ä5; 1957 and 1964) and the work done q u i L e inde-

pendeutly by Schwinger, in ehe US (Schwinger 1946 and 1949) wlio couununi-

cated his results to vacious persons intereated in the design of acce-

LeraLors prior to his extensive publications in 1949 (see e.g. ehe re-

marks in Scliwinger's 1949 paper and ehe paper by McMilUn, 1945). In tue

following years the nunber of papers devoted eo a theoretical study of

Synchrotron radialion rose shacply (e.g. Olsen 1952 and Heumann 1963 and

references therein). Without discussing ehe subsequent papers in detail

we note that , u i t l i in error bars, ehe classical and quantum raechanical

approaches show close agreement, i.e. differences are negligihle for ehe

presently available accelerators.

The f i rac experimental search for Synchrotron radiation was only partially

successful. In 1945, J.P. Dlewete reported on results which appear to re-

present the f i r s t systematic investigation of radiation lusaea in an

accelerator (Blewete, 1946). At ehe IOO HeV Betatron at tht General Electric

Laboratorien at Schenectady, N . Y . , Blewett observed a shrinking of ehe

electron orbit ac ehe highese energy of IOO MeV "in a manner consistent with

ehe predictions of ehe theory". As atated in his abstract "tlie radiation

itself haa not yet been detected". The reason for this Cai lure was the

fact that ehe search for the expected radiation was made in ehe rf and.

nicrowave ränge fron 50 to 1000 MHz wi th receivers capable of detecting

less tlian 10 microwatts, wli i le the energy J ia t r ibut ion had ita maximua

ae mucli higher frequencies In ehe near infrared and visihle spectrura.

In May 1947, F.R. Eider, A.H. Gurewitsch, K . V . Unguuir and H.C. Pollock

publishej a letter ent i t led "Radiation from Electrons in a Synchrotron"

(Kider et a l . , 1947) in which they reported their visual observatiou of

Synchrotron Radiation (SR) (see Fig. 17). We quote ft .C. Pollock's

account of ehe hiseory of ehe discovery fron his letter to Professor

Ivanenko dated September 25, 1970 (Ue ehank Prof . Ivanenko for kindly

providing us w i t h a cony).
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"If ehe acceleracor tube of the IOO HeV betaeron at Schenectady had
not been opaque, the v isual ubservation uould probably have been made
ehre« years earlier by U.F. Mi-Gtendorp or J.P. Blewctt soon after the
publicaeion of your letter to the Physical Keview (Phys. Rev. 65, 343,1944).
UnforeunaCely, they were not ab le to see through the silvered wall of the
betatron donut.

In 1946 ac Schenectady we began the conseruction of a Synchrotron, both
to teat ehe Synchrotron principle which HcHillan had recently proposed
and Co see if electron injuct ion by the betatron principle could lead to
additional reduction in accelerator size. On October 24, 1946 ny associate,
Kohert Langrauir, wrote to Ed HcMiUan that we had a Synchrotron beam. But
we did not "see" the beaa until April 24, 1947 äs I ahall explain.

Ue had a nagnet coil fa i lure not long afeer our f i r a t successful Synchro-
tron Operation. Then followed various delaya while we improved our guns,
rf cavity resonator, and other equtpment; and also, while there were
experiments with a 50 HeV direct-current Inased betatron in which our x-ray
division was particularly interested.

By spring, the Synchrotron was able co operate wi th rauch imnroved com-
ponents and a much greater electron beam. On April 24, Langmuir and I were
running the machine and äs usual were erying to push the electron gun and
its associated pulse transforner to the limit. Some intermittent Bparking
had occurred and we asked the technician to observe with a mirror around
the proeective concrete wal l . He iaroediately aignaled to turn off the Syn-
chrotron äs "be aaw an arc in the tube". The vacuum was still excellent,
so Langnuir and I carae to the end of the wall and observed. My notebook for
that date reads äs follows:

At first, we thought it might be due to Cetenkov radiation, but it soon
becaiK clear that we were seeing Ivanenko and Poneranchuk radiation. The
intensity renained high when we decelerated ehe electron beam fron 70 HeV
to 10 HeV wiehout bringing ehe beam to the carget or gun. We observed the
bright spot wi th rairrors, looking tangent to the orbit ae two or three
pointa in ehe roon. The intenaicy decreased äs the peak energy waa reduced.
Üben the energy was of ehe order of 2C MeV, it was no longer visible. We
sliowed the e f fec t to Or. Charlton, hr, Kingdon and various others.
The beam appearB stable and of small cross-section (perhaps l am square).
(A copy of ehe April 24, 1947 page from ehe Synchrotron Notebook is attached.)"

According to Baldwins (1975) description of the f i ra t observacion of SR it

was Ployd Haber, ehe technician neneioned in Pollocks letter, who "veotured

a very quick glimpse (with the aid of a mirror) around ehe corner of the

radiation shield" (Baldwin 1975) and thus became the first eo observe man

•ade SR. Baldwins nemory may have been at so«e faule in his leccer and it

seeas ehae Gerald Knoulton was actually ehe first eo observe ehe light.

G. Knowleon submieeed in 1976 to the American Institute öS Physics a nocarized

aff idavi t in which he deacribes in strict legal way how, from inaide the

shielded area he observed the light and shouCed out to Langmuir, how the

•achine was respondend to the latter 's Start up, fine cuning Operation.
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lle noted how ehe "flickering spot of light" clianged position witl i bis

owii: " that a f f i an t (tlien) muved bis head along t he orbit plane
tlirough a snall angle , found that the bluish spot of l i gilt Seen «oved

a l ike angle around tlie orbit ." Haber, workinu at a bench in the area,

l e f t imuediately p r i o r ~ t u the obaervation aud was gune during the critical

twelve or f i f t e en minutes, Knowlton Claims. The suall mirror played no role,

he iiulicates, but was later replaced witli a large oiie by way of which »any

people subsequently saw the radiation < Hartnumn. I9H2 ).

In ttieir letter tu The Pliysical Keview, Eider et al . (1947) already noted

the polarization pruperties; "The light enitted frora the beam is polarized

w i t h the e lec t r ic vector parallel to the plane ut the electron orbit, 1t

d i sappears äs the observer rolates a piece of Polaroid before l he eye tlirough

ninety degrees."

In the following years Pollock and his group (Eider et al. 1948) studied

the properties of Synchrotron radiation more systematically by measuriiig

wi th a apectrometer the intensity distribution from the 0.293 DI General

Electric Synchrotron in the wavelength reg Ion frora 35ÜO to 7000 A at several

electron energies up to 80 HeV. High speed photography of the light pernitted

observation of the size and motion of the beam within the accelerator tube.

We mention that the observation of SR is the roost direct way to discover the

electcon. "ER is ewit ted iiimediately by the electron, moving in the electro-

magnetic f i e ld , w h i c h has no nicrostructure. The electron becones "luminous"

in the «ost l i teral sense". (Sokolov and Ternov, 1968).

These and fu r ther sind i es by Ado and Cherenkov (1956) and Korolev et al.

(1953, I960) carried out at th PIAN Synchrotron in the I^beJev Institute

in MOÜCOW für electron energies between 150 and 225 MeV gave satisfactory

agreement between tlieory and experiment. At the 300 MeV Synchrotron at

Cornell, Corson (1952, 1953) corroborated the shrinking of the electron orbit
A

and proved the E -law . Spectroscopic studiea were extended into the V UV
regiou 400 to 60 Ä by Ha r t «»an and Tonboulian (1952, 1953), l'omboulian and

Hart »in (1954, I95fa) and Tomboulian and Bedo (1958). Jooa (I960) and Bedo

et al. (I960) meuaured the polarization of SR. Early systenatic studies of

the properties of SR wure also perfomed at the NHS l HO HeV Synchrotron

by Hadden and Codling (1963, I964a,b) and by Bat how et al. (1966) at the
6 GeV Synchrotron in Hamburg. All these experiments confirmed the theoretical

concluüions.

The 1956 paper by D.H. Tonboulian aud P.L. Hartman (1956) marks the
beginning of spectroscopy using SK äs a source of VUV and soft x-ray

radiation. In their paper they pointed out that "the electromagnetic
radiation fron ceotripetally accelerated high-energy electrons appears

to be a useful by-product of such accelerators and is uutatanding in

its own rights". It took roughly another 15 years uncil the "by-product

aapect" was no longer the aajor point of view and storage rings operated
specifically for SR became available, Tonboulian and Hartman were the first

to perform Absorption measurements wich a grazing incidence spectrograph
in the far UV via a careful analysis of photograpbic plates. They recorded

the spectra of netallic Be and AI. The Be K-edge and AL L„ . disconti-
nuities occuring at I I I A and 170 X , respectively, were clearly seen in

two orders. Their experiments also suggested the poasibility to use SR in

the VUV äs a radiation Standard. Kecently, Hartman (1982) gave a vivacious
personal recollection of these Experiments.

The potential use of SR in x-ray physics was also discussed quite early.
Jn his 1959 paper Paratt (1959) compared the prospective usefulness of SR

fron a l GeV and a 6 GeV Synchrotron in the wavelength ränge of O. l to 20 A

with x-rays obtainable fron a conventional x-ray tube. He also briefly dis-

cussed prospective experiments involving SR in the x-ray ränge including
di f f rac t ton experiments for x-ray structure analysis and Spectroscopic studies

of absorption and Eluorescence. Concluding his aasessment of the use of SR
in the x-ray ränge he noted that SK, provided the stability of the accelerators

was good enough, "would be a boom in nany aspects of x-ray physics .

We do not atteupt to folLow in detail the history fron this point onward.

1t suffices to say that once the potential of SR became apparent, acti-

vities started at a number of placea. Developments which occurred in the

early 6O's at the NBS in Washington (Codling and Hadden, 1965), in Frascati,

at the Institute for Nuclear Studies in Tokyo (Sagawa et al., 1966a, I966b),
at ÜESY, Hamburg (Haensel and Kunz, 1967), at the Physical Science Labora-

tory in Wisconsin, and at other fac i l i t ies have been describet) in detail
by Hadden (1974). A description of the later developtnents may be found,

tor example, in art icles by l.ea (1978), Kunz (1979), Hlnick and Doniach (1980)

and Bowe (1981). The list of topical reviews dealing wi th SK and its applicat-
ions in the appendix of this handbook provides also an impressive documentation

for the recent rapid pro!iferat ion of SR in many f i e l d s of science.
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As a major advance, ve nention the use of atorage rings witl i greally

improved electron currencs and stabil i ty in ehe beginning of the 70's.

Around 197ü, TANTALUS in Stuughton, Wisconsin, u 240 MeV storage ring,

o r ig ina l ly planned and operated in the !96O's äs a Lest Eac i l i t y ror

advanced accelerator concepls, but later operated exclusively for SR

work, caut: into f ü l l Operation (Brown et al., 1966, Kowe anii M i l l s , 1973,

CUhwil ler et al . , 1973). Af ter 1974 ehe ACO sturage ring at Orsay was also

exclusively used for SK research (Dagncaux et a l , , 1975 and Cuyon et al.,

1976). The f i rs t storage ring designed and bu i l t specifically äs a light

source is the 300 HeV INS-SOR storage ring in Tokyo (see Fig . 3) which

went into Operation in 1976 (Miyahara et a l . , 1976). At the sanw tine,

SUKF II aL the Nat iona l Bureau of Standards, weut into f ü l l Operation äs

a 240 MeV dedicated »torage ring (Ederer and Ebner, 1976) replucing the

100 MeV electron Synchrotron there.

The use of larger storage rings (E * 2 CeV) so far still oceurs

main ly symbiotical w i t h high energy physics (see Table 3). Of the

large rings presently being used for experiments we mention

especially (i) VF.PP 2M and VEPP 3 at Novosibirsk {Anashin et a!.,

1976); ( i i ) SPEAR at Stanford, where since 1977 the Stanford Syn-

chrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) is in Operation (Ilodgson,

Hinick and Chu, 1976, Winick 1980), ( i i i ) the 5 GeV storage ring DORIS

at DESY in Hamburg (Koch et al . , 1976; Rührend et al. , IU78;Koch I980;&eim-

graben et a l . , 1981), and (iv) the 8 GeV storage ring CESR at Cornell

providing radiation for a laboratory iianted Cornell High Energy Syn-

chrotron Source (C1IKSS) (batterniann 1980 a, b).

At several of these laboratories inprovement and expansion prograns

have greatly increased the usefulness of the storage ringa äs PH

sources. For example, DORIS, which was used since t97A right from its

conmissioning for SK experiments, is presently used äs a part-time

dedicated source (Belirend et al., 1976) by three inn t i t u t ions , Praun-

Uofergesellscl iaft , European Holecular Biology Laboratory, and Hamburger

Synchrotronstrahlungslabor, which, aside from tlteir own research pro-

jects, channel the efforts of a large user Community in industria) and
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applted physics (Heuberger, Hetz and Pongratz, 1980), biophysics

(Stuhrmann, 1978) and general phyaica and physical chemistry (Koch 1980;

Beingrabenet al,, 1981).

While the use of the above wentioned high energy storage rings occurs

nainly synbiotjcally with high energy phyaics, we ohserve today the

exclusive use of large storage rings by the Community of SK users at

several places (Table 3). A number of storage rings have now been speci-

f ical ly deaigned, built and operated or are in the planning stage äs

radiation aourcea. The 2 GeV storage ring at DARESBURY is the f irst large

machine dedicated for SR. 1t started Operation early in 1981 (Thompson

I980a). We further mention explici t ly the Photon Pactory Project at

Tsukuba, Japan (Duke 1980, Kuröda 1980), the National Light Source project

at Brookhaven (van Steenbergen 1980 a, b) and the detailed plans for the

proposed European Synchrotron Radiation Eacility (Farge 1979; Farge and

Duke, 1979[ Thompson and Pool, 1979; Buraa and Harr, 1979; Thompson, 1980b),

Some of the interesting current developments are the use of wigglers, such

äs atudied in Hoscow (Alferov et al. 1973, 1974) and pioneered at tlie

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (Spencer and Winick, 1980;

Uinick et al. 1981), the imminent use of undulators, such äs are being

studied at Tomsk (Didenko et al. 1978) and ACO in Orsay (Farge 1980) and

the construction of free electron lasers (Ellas et al., 1976; Deacon et al.,

1977; Pellegrini 1980) based on storage rings, such äs the project at the

National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory.

The preaent level and ränge of interest and act ivi ty in the use of SH

aa a tool for research can be judged fron a numher of national and inter-

national reports which also contain a good deal of background Information

for an assessnent of the historical developoents (e.g. Morse 1976;

Haier-Leibnitz 1977; Cardona 1977; Farge 1979).

As further sources for the recent historical developments concerning

both the design and Operation of nachines and the many improvements in

the general facil i t ies and instruiientation, we refer to the proceedings

of recent topical Conferences (McCowan and Rowe, 1976; Willeunier and

Farge, 1978; Ederer and Uest, 1980; Howells 1980; M i l l s and Battermann,1982;

aee also Appendix I of this Handbook).
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1.4 Hgd er n Sync j ir < > t ron Radiation Fa c i l i t J e s

As a result of tho researcli opportunities whicli becura«! evident in ihe 1970*8,

tlie demand for Synchrotron radiation sources aigni f icant ly out ran tlie supply.

In response, a n muher of SK facilities have recently increaaed their capacity

and a number of n«w üedicated storage rings have been bu l l t or are nearly

coupleted. In ttie present section, we summarize tlie present Status and brief-

ly deaccibe äs examples a few of the modern Synchrotron radiat ion facilities.

The basic considerations and principlea for storage ring design are treated

in depth in Chapter 2 of thi* book.

Generally speaking, all Lde existing Synchrotron cadiation f a c i l i t i ü s at

electron accelerators or storage rings fa l l in three general classea:

(!) fac i l i t i e s which use operating high-energy physics f a c i l i t i e s synbiotically

or "parasitically"; ( i i ) dedicated SR faci l i t ies wh ich are converted facili-

ties that were i n i t i a t l y bui l t for high-energy physics, and (üi) faci l i t iea

designed, constructed and operated äs dedicated SK facilit ies.

The present Si tuat ion is described in Table 3, where relevant parameters for

Storage rings preaent ly used aa SR sourcea or under construction are compiled.

In th ia l ie t , tlie storage rings have been grouped accurding to thcir cut-off

energy into four major categoriea. Machines in Groups I and 1T are excellent

sources for VUV and soft x-ray spectroscopy. Wi th tlieir low particle energies

and small diameters, resttictions impoeed by radiation protüction during

Operation are raiiiimal and uccess is easy, which allous for small distances

belween the source points and inatruments.

At larger machinea (Group I I I ) , x-rays also become availablt! for spectroscopic

purposes and structural analysis; however, at tlie same tiae, radiation

shielding becomes necessary and renotely controlled experiments are often

required. Interest in the use of even larger mach ine a (Group IV) for SB ex-

perimentH has only been margjnal wi th the exception of a feu experimaie propised in

nuclear physics (Chrien, Hof mann and Molinari, I98ü), For tlie loajority of ex-

periments, the liard x-ray component of these sources, which is d i f f i c u l t to

e l iminate , is only an unwanted by-product. Furtherraort, the current in theee

nachines is geiierally very low and the distance troa the soucce point to the

laboratory site is large, hecause of the large r a u i i . Wt i i l e internst in the

short wavelengchs (X = 0. l A) a tca inab le wi th t hege rings appears to he ntodest,
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the use of undulators to gdtierate intenae radiation in the ^ l A ränge

ia an interesting patential development.

We do not attenpt to deacribe individual SR-facilitiea in detail.

Descriptiona are disseninated by the facil i t ies in their annual reports

and in ueer bookleta which deecribe sources, theit characttristics,

and instrunentation and access to these facil i t iea.

Aa an example, let us look in sooe detail at the outline and deaign of the

National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) buil t at firookhaven uhich ia
sinilar to the SR center schematically ahown in Fig. 4. The overall
layout of the faci l i ty is given in Fig. 18. Electrons are accelerated in

a linear accelerator to 10O HeV, injected in a miltiturn mode into a

booster Synchrotron and accelerated to 700 HeV. The beam is then trans-

ferred either to the 0.7 GeV VUV-ring or to the 2.5 GeV x-ray storage ring.
The conbination of two high intensity etorage rings and a multiplicity of

nonochromatized photon lines comprlaes the HSLS. The design, first pro-
poaed in its earlier atage by Chauman and Green (1977), has been described in

detail by van Steenbergen and the NSLS a ta f f (1980). With the incorporation
of wigglers in the x-ray ring, the whole spectrum from hard x-rays to the

VUV ränge is covered (see Table 4). in Order to maintain precise control
of the Synchrotron radiation source locations and exit anglea, an eleborate

electron bean orbit detection and correction System is incorporated in

both storage rings which is capable of maintaining source locations to
within - 0.1 an. The VUV ring has eight ports wliich each deliver a fan of

75 mrad horizontal width and eights ports which each deliver 9O mrad. The

x-ray ring will make use of 50 mrad ports, of which each w i l l normally be

aplit into two or nore branches subtending typically -\ 10 urad per branch.

Two high f ield wigglers are under developement, and eventually five high
field wigglers will be incorporated in the x-ray atorage ring. For the VUV

ring, an undulator which is the basis of a free electron laser is under con-

struction, and it is planned to incorporate a second undulator in the

structure. The baaic storage ring lattices have been optimized to achieve

optimura source valuea at the various aource locations in the storage ring

structures. Furthermore, various beam operating modes are possible, so äs to

optinize brightness while sacrif icing photon f lux , or optimize photon f lux

with sooewhat reduced brightness, etc.



As anoLder exampte of an x-ray storage ring f u l l y tlodicated tu SK roBearcn,

Che 2 .5 ü«V electron storage ring being construclcd for ehe "Photon Fuctory"

at tlie National Laboratory for l'igh Eiiergy Fhysics in Tsukuha is shown in

Fig. 19 (Huke 198O). The storage ring has an e l l i p t i c shape wi t t i diaoieters

of 66 m and 50 m. The basic structure of the r ing consists of 28 bending

magnets, 58 quadrupole aagnets and many amall Magnets for orbit corrections.

There are t wo 5 m long and eiglit 3.55 m loiig s t ra ight sections. The magnet

structure wi l l result in a f lexible use of ihe sturage ring au a ER eource

incloding the incorporation uf wigglers and u n d u l u t u r a . In the f i r s t stage

of ihe project, a vert ical wiggter magnet which produces f i t lda of 6 T uith

a vertical def lect ion w i l l be installed in one of the cight 3.55 m straight

seccions.

As another example of a modern VUV-macliine, we b r i u f l y describe the BESSY

project , a national synclirotron radiation f a c i l i t y present ly under development

in Berlin (Vi^. ^d).The choice of the principal design parameters has been

described recently by Kin fe ld and Mülhaupt (I98O). Beginning in 1982, thia

fac i l i ty w i l l be avai lable for (i) applied research and industr ia l development

in Che Held of x-ray l i thugraphy, (ii) metrology and ( iü ) basic and applied

research in physica, chemistry, blology, meilicinc, etc. In order tu meet the

requiremcnts of users working in these d l f f e ren t f i e l d a , a l a t t i ce wi th a

high f l ex ib i l i ty has been choaen and six d i f f e r e n t electron bean optic modea

have been wotked uut. Thus, e.g. wi th a "snall ewittance" müde, beam dimena-

ions in the bending magnets of Ox « 0.08 im and D„ = 0.08 MU are attainable.

W i t h a "small-faunch-length" mode, bunch lengths of 3ps can be reached for

time-resolved experiments wi th , however, electron curreats that are »ub-

stantial ly lower than wi th ordinary bunch lengths. A "large emittance" »öde

allows a high electron current to be stored and provides a large acceptance

for sweeping the bean, thus making thia mode suilable for use iu x-ray litho-

gr.iphy.

These iew examples give auple.evidence ot" ihe large e f fo r t s being made to

improve the ava i l ab i l i t y and properties of SR sources. Further projects,

such äs the developnent of a European Synchrotron Radiation <-cnter buil t

around a 5 CeV electron storage ring and possibly u VIIV ring have actively

been studied (Farge 1979; Thompson 1980; Thompson and Puol, 1979). Wi th tue

rapid devetopment rate at present, it is d i f f i c u l t to aasess fu tu r« develop-

ments in t h i s f ield. Cer ta in ly , the large capacity for prrodnction of SR

(lee Table 3) wil l be used ef fec t ively . In parallel, new designs of

lattices and sources optimized for specif ic purposes will be developed.

Thus, e.g., there tnight be a demand for a siaple, inexpenslve and eaey

to operate small VUV storage ring which, though lacking the virtue of

high flexibil i ty, can be used very effectively for solid state and atomic

and molecular spectroscopy or for x-ray lithography. The storage ring

presently under construction at the Institute for Molecular Science Okazaki

is a good example for this developnent (Watanabe, et al. 1980). The

possible Exploi ta t ion of SR in industrial laboratories for x-ray lithography

may even trigger the developnent of "table top" machines. e.g. small

simplified storage r ings making use of superconducting magnets. Such a
project is presently under active study at the Technical University

of Munich (Jahnke et al. 1981 ),



_ l _ . 5 tomparison o t tlie Proper t i es of Synchrotron Radiat ion tu o t. he r Sourcea

Questions raised tinif and again by the conscientious experimentalist in-

clude: Hou does SR compare wich other sources? Can an Experiment be carried

out p ro f i t ab ly wich SK? Is there an alternative (conventional) source which is

either more convenient and inexpensive to use or evtn superior in qua l i ty

compared to SR? Clearly, this kind of question cannot be ansuered in general.

For each experiment or class of experiments, a de tat ted analysis of specific

requiremente is needed, i.e. spectral ränge, limiling source characteristics,

Cöntpatibility requireoients, etc. For example, it is obvtous that ehe

"power" or "intensity" of a source cannot be discussed considering the source

alone; rather, Die acceptance and transmittance proptrties o t" the measuring

apparatus laust be included.

The purpose of the present section is to provide a seniquantitative comparison

and to give a few key references wliere such coroparisons, each wi th d i f ferent

aspeets, have been made in the past (e.g. Kunz 1974; Koch 1977; Jortner and

Leach, 1980; Himro and Saberski, 1980; Bonse 1980, Koch 1981; and references

in Tables 5 and 6). He caution the reauer that more detailed Statements and

general comparisons cau be easily misinterpreted (and have in the past) and

can even be open to objections. Ul t imate ly , the comparison depends on the

success of experiments, and the fo l lowing chapters in this handbook dealing

with research applications of SR give evidence tor tlie U t i l i t y of SR.

For a quant i ta t ive def ini t ion of the source characteristics ue refer to Fig. 2l,

Genera l ly , the spectral f lux of 4 source (number of photons per sec per

0. I Z AL/L bandwidth) äs well äs its directional emission tharacteristics are

of importance. 1t is convenient to define the spectral source bril l iance

(sometimes also called brightnesä):

br i l l iance

—2~ — —
n (x, z. 6, iji, e, t) fphot s mm mrad per 0.12 AE/E} (10)

whece n is the number of photons wi th energy C emitted at a t tme t from the

source point (x, z) along the dicection (6,4') per time interval, unit source

area, u n i t solid angle and O.II bandwidth.
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The inteneity N is givea by integrating over the source area:

intenslty

H(ö, t, e, t) = / n dx dz [phot s~ mrad per O. IZ AE/E} ( I I )

The apectral f lux $3 is obtained by integrating over the solid angte Ü;

spectral f tmt

Ö d* fphot s"' per 0.U

The total f lux is given by:

total flux

*T (t

(12)

In a storage ring, the size and angular apre ad of the electron beam
varies at different points of the orbit. ÖK and QZ lanij denote the

Standard deviation of horizontal and vertical beam dimensions, re-
spectively (fül l width at half maximum is 2.35O), Thus, the source area F

is given by F = ox a (2.35) (jwn J. Sirailarly, the Standard deviation

of horizontal and vertical angular beam divergence are denoted by Ox* and
7 9*

o«' (mradj, respectively, and Ü = ox ' . Oy1 (2.35) (mrad J is the
solid angle of emission.

The position of an electron and its angle, bot h measured relative to the

equilibriun orbit, are correlated. This correlation is depicted in phase-

space plots (electron emittance ellipse) of angle and position in the

horizontal (orbital) plane and vertical plane (see Fig. 22) . Flectron

emittances tv, ev are Import au t beaia characteristics which are def tned äs** y
follows:

horizontal emittance

E = ox ox' frau • mrad)

vertical enittance

The area of these ellipses is invariant along the electron path, i.e.
t~x and EV are conserved, while the shape and orientation of these phase

(14)

(15)
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space ellipses change from poinc to point on t h« o r b i t . This is diacussed

in niore d e t a i l by Watson, Per l man and Krinsky in Chupter 2 of c t i i s Handbook.

Wlien comparing sources theae dtfinit ions have to be kept in mind, because

diflerent experiaents usually require different parameters to be mttximized.

Thua, e .g- , protein crystallography using x-ray d i f f r a c t i o u requires high

spectraL source brightoess (large f lux on small sample areas wi th Minimum

angular divergente), whi le in other experiments maximum spectral f l u x ia

requirud .

Armed w i c h tlie above caveats and def init ions, we present in Jahles !> ad 6, and fi&.

23 and 24 a number of alternative sources grouped according to spectral

ränge. Also indicated are t he spectral ränge s in which d i f f e r e n t types of

monoc hroma tor s can be used for selecting part icular energies for an experiment,

There are only a few experimentu, such aa energy dispersive x-ray scattering

or x-ray microscopy which can make use of t he continuuin without monochronati-

zation. The demanding and sometines tedius tasks of designing, f jbricat ing

and operating these uunochromators, which are prescntly far from being

coovnerc ial ly available laboratory equipraent, is u t i l l one of the nujor d i f f i -

cultiea in opt imizing the use of SR. Baaic p r inc ip l t s and praci ical examples

for VUV and x~ray nonochrocnatora are described in detail by Johnson and

Matsushita and Hashizune in Chaptera, 3 and 4 of tliis Handbook. Kowever,

siailar problens exist wi t l i all alternative continuum light eources and even

with nany lin« sources wlien unuanted satell i te l ines have to be auppressed

(e.g. He II source and conventional xTay line sources for ptiütotlectron

spectroscopy) .

Infra-ReU

In tlie infra-red region, the radiation per un i t bandwidth decriases less

rapidly w i th increaaing wavelength than tliat of the continuum of radiation

coiitted from a ulack-body radiator. For wavelengttis X ' 100 - 200 p»,

Synchrotron radiation sourcea can in fact provide toore radiation f l u x than a

black body source (Stevenson et al.. 1973). Agaiust this higlier f lux aust

be set the Buch greater pltysical convenience of tlie black body source.

Nevertheleas, the prospect of constructing an intense tunable infra-red

source, such aa a free electron laset, makea the use of Synchrotron radiation

in ttiis wavelength region a most at tractive proposi t ion.

V J a i b l e Light and Vacuum

For wavelengths below about 2 (MX) A, the SR source is auperior to conventional

aources for BÖS t expeciaents, because of ita high intensity, polarisation and

tunability. TM s is schematical ly indicated in Fig. 24, wliere the dependence

of the spectral distr ibution of SR on the energy of the part icle is sketched

and conpared to the most communly used rare gas continua (Tanaka et al., 1958;

Samson 1962). The rare gas continua extend from the visible to beyond 6ÜO X

wi th a maximum f l u x of about 10 photons/sec A (5 x 10 photons/sec eV) at

the hei i um maximum of about 8OO A. Similar values hold for the other rare

gasea (aee Tatile 6). Only the 21 .2 eV Hei resonance line äs emitted fron a

capillary d ischarge, has an intensi ty comparable to Synchrotron radiation. Both

the eaüssion and absorption linea superimposed on the continua of rare-gas

lanps are severe linitations.

When one adds to this the fact that tunabl i l i ty and polarisation are ent i re ly

absent for the d ischarge lamp, there is no doubt that SR ie superior for proc-

t ically all applications.

Comparison must also be made w i t h vacuum ultraviolet lasers which operate at

the present t i nie down to about 1400 X (Table 7). Here tlie intensities in

photons/second may easily exceed t hose available fron a SR source in the

narrow bandwidth and extremely short ränge of tunabi l i ty associated wi th laser

Operation. The difference in intensity of the laaer and the SK may be put to

good effect by using the narrow bandwidth and power of the laser to generate

a high density of pupulation of a specific molecular excited state which can

then be immediately tnterrogated wi th relatively low power SR over a broad

ränge of tunability. Temporal coherence available in a laser aource ia not

in general provided by SR except to a limited extent fron an undulator wagnet.

Also, the pulse length of present-day vacuum ultraviolet lasers is ahorter

by several Orders of »agnitude compared with time resolutions in ehe ten pico-

second region which can be obtained using SK.

A critical discusslon of the properties of VUV sources for tiaie-resolved

spectroscopy has been given by Munro and Sabersky (1980) and Rehn (1980).

The main points of a conparison of pulsed light sources are cotnpiled in

Table 8 (see also Fig. 10).

Studies of the intensity dis t r ibut ion within a aingle individual bunch

have recently beeil reported by Kehn (1980) for the storage ring SPEAR,
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which has s imi l a r pararaetera äs DORIS (Fig. lü) , äs far äs the time structure

is concerned (buncli length 100 to 240 psec, single buach repet i t ion frequency

780 nsec). Using a streak camer-u, various müdes of electron buiich-shape

oscillations have been übserved. These were found to be sensitive to bean

current , electron energy a»d accelerator cavity voltage. Wi t l i higher demands

für better t ime reaolution in t ime resolved spectroscopy diese phenomena

dest-rve more a t t en t ion .

Schwentner tt al. (1979) have deseribtd the present Status of time-resolved

expurinients at storage rings and have discussed aonie aspecta nf how to re-

duce the pulse length of Sfi pulses emitted from storage rings and thus how to

iwprove time resolut i«n.

It appuars l ikely that in the near future fre« electron Users wi l l be available

in the wavelength ränge fron 1200 A to the far infrared, wi th powera ranging

from a few watts to o. l kW according to the wavelength. The availabil i ty of

coherent radiation of high intensity extending into the vacuum ultraviolet would

provide a unique capability which ia not avai lable wi th present sources.

Hhile the chatacteristics of the traditional rare gas continua and discharge

lanips and resonance line sourcea are well documented and their properties have

been largety explored (Samaon I9f i2) , there is s t i l l room for significant deve-

loproent of sourct-s of VUV and x-ray radiation generated in hot plaamas produced

either by a focused laser or a focused electron beam (see e.g. Ehler and Vleissler,

1966; Carroll et a l . , 1978; Baker and Burgess, 1978; Mallozzi et a l . , 1974;

Nagel 1980; Yamaguclii 1979; MähaJan 1979, McCorkle and Volinier, 1977).

Recently, plasma sources liave been dcvetoped mainly for Soft x-ray lithography

and nicroscopy and for work directed towards lascr fusion. A very intense pulse

of laser l ight s t r i k i n g a target (e.g, Yb, Sm, Cu, AI) produces a not plasna near

Hie vaporizud surface. The plasnia, in turn , eraits a burst of sott x-rays. The

low repet i t ion rate of these devices, their low stabil i ty and unproven reliability

appear to be drawbacks. However, improvements appear feasihle within the near

future in several instances.

In the wavelength region below 10 A, SR has to be compared w i t h x-ray tubes. In

the conventional x-ray tuhe, the radiation is produced in t wo d i s t i n c t waya - the
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rapid deceleration of electrons äs they strike the anöde and the excitation

of electronic core levels in the atons of the anöde. These core levels are

excited by transfer of energy fron the incident electrons and subsequently

de-excited by the emission of x-rays. Both these processes are very inef f ic ien t

äs far äs x-ray production is concerned, and more than 99 per cent of the

electron energy is converted into heat at the anöde. The dissipation of this

heat constitutes a severe practical l imitat ion on the production of x-radiation

by x-ray tubes (see e.g. Yoshimatsu and ICozaki, 1977).

In an electron storage ring, the radiation is produced entirely by accelerating

electrons, tut in this caae the acceleration is a continuous process generated

by the nagnetic field of tlie guiding dipole nagnets which cause the electrons

to foltow a curved trajectory in the storage ring. This process is far more

e f f i c ien t - almost all the energy supplied tu the etectrons is converted into

rediation, though not all of this is in the x-ray region.

An x-ray tube is charcterized by an Isotropie brilliance (number of photons/

apparent area x unit solid angle x unit energy interval x unit t ime). The
3

characteristic lines emitted by an x-ray tube have about 10 t fmes more inten-

sity than the bremsstrahlung background. Its eaission in time ia cont,inuous.

In all these reapects it d i f fers markedly with respect to Synchrotron radiat-

ion (see Fig. 25). In its narrow angular ränge, the brilliance of 5R is

several ordere of magnitude greater than that of x-ray tubes.

Proceeding now to a nore detailed comparison in teras of experimental features

of the two sources, the following comments can be made:

Spectral brilliance; The Imitation of heat dissipation for x-ray tubes

coupled with the mechanical properties of Materials means that there is a

linit to the size of the electron Eocus. This Unit, combined ui th the

approxinately Isotropie diatribution of the emitted photons, means that for

all expetimental Situation« which require the radiation to reach a small

sample, the x-ray tube ia greatly inferior to a Synchrotron source, which

has a Buch ««aller source size and produces a well collimated beam of radiation.

To give a realistlc conpariaon between these sources, we present in Table 9

a comparison between a 2.4 kW rotating anöde tube and a 100 kW rotat ing anöde

tube with a present-day Synchrotron source and an estimation for the proposed
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European Synchrotron Radia t ion FaciHty (ESRF), The comparison is made in

terms of d i f f c - r e n t experinental configurations find in «ach rase au iniprove-

raent factor is g iven relative to u n i t y for the x-ray tübe. The advantage of

ttie Synchrotron source can be seen clearly.

Other impur ta i i t__cl ia_rac t_er i_a t ic j ;

comparL-ii tu an x-ray tube, SR ha8 the fol lowing Important features:

(i) Pull ränge of wavelength tunab i l i ty over the e n r i r o x-ray re^ion up to

^ 20O keV.
( i i ) Pulsed time structure f ree of electronic noise.

( i i i ) High degree uf Polarisation cnmpared wi th the x-ray tnhe w h j c h is an

unpolarised source.

Vor a fürther detailed discussion and comparison we refer tu the recent

paper by Bonse (1980).

As mentioned above, interest in SR fron very large storage t ings, such äs

PETRA or PEP ha8 tlius far been minimal. Thus research possibi) i t ies and

comparisonB wi th alternative sources have nut yet been explored in any detail.

fis previously mentioned, undulators on tliese machines u f f e r ihe intr iguing

potcntial uf being extremely intense sources in the conventional x-ray ränge.

Crit ical energies ans 43.8 keV for PEF running at 13 CeV and 75 keV for

PETRA running at 19 CeV, and thus the spectral distributions extend well into

the hard x-ray region. The spectrum of Synchrotron radiacion fron the pro-

poaed large Europtan electron - positron storage r ing fac i l i ty t.HP would

extend into the y-ray region. Kecently, Chrien, Hofwann and Holinari (198O)

have described the research poaaibili t ies of this lat ter macliine in nuclear

physics. I.EP would have electron hea« energiea ranging up to 86 GeV.

R a d i a t i o n fron the pending magneta would have a c r i t i ca l energy of 0.4 HeV.

The use ot uigglec uagnets would eaai ly extend the cr i t ica l energy up to

10 co 20 MeV. Nany potential uuera are probably s t i l l unaware of tliese de-

velopmcnts, including the possibility to use SR äs u source of low energy

neutruns (Chrien. 1980).

A qual i ta t ive comparisun of nnwonochronatized SR f r tun PETRA with y-ray sources

based on data given by Yelon (1976) sppears in Pig. 2b . from t l i ia comparison

the SR flux seens tt> be superior to the f lux produced by nuclear sources.

Ilowever, äs with the other spuctral ränges, »ore detailed comparisons

Dust be carried out for specific experiments. Such a comparison of ganma

ray source properties for studying electron mmnentuin densities via the

Conpton effect has been presented by Cooper (1979). Considering the nature

and inten«ity oC currently available sources (x-ray, Y~ray, SR), he came

to the concluaion that for Cumplon scattering, radioactive y-ray sources

with energies exceeding 100 KeV are opttmun. Again , this Situation is very

likely to change with the recent improvenents of SR sources, and trial

measureneats at UARESBURY (Holt et al. 1976) have already established the

advantage of using SR for this type of expeciments.

l.6 Research wi th Synchrotron Radiation

In the past ten years, the inpact of Synchrotron radiation on research in

physics, chemistry, biology and in applied sciences has become pervasive,

both in the VI)V and x-ray regions. We have br ie f ly touched upon the new

possibilities and research applications of£ered by modern SH sources, but

up to thia point have mainly discussed the characteristics of SR and its

sources. The latter is treated in depth in Chapter 2 of this handbook,

while the principles of nonochromator design and beamline optica are described

in Chapters 3 and 4. These chapters together with the description of tlie

operating principles and characteristics of photon and particle detectors

(Chapters 5 and 6) provide basic background Information needed by experimenta-

lists to design and optimize their experiaents for optimal and eff icient use

of SR.

A general introduction into the f ie ld of SR and its applications would,

however, be inconplete without mentioning the principles of its many research

applications. Here we can only mention a few lelected areas where SR

has proved to be a powerful and indispensible tool. In fact, descriptions of

the nuMcrous and diverse research applications of SR, descriptions of their

principles, and illustrations by selected examples form the central part of

this handbook and planned forthcoming voluues. Thus, the following is a rather

general and brief synopsis of SR research.

The theoretical franework w i t h i n which BOBt of the work concerned with the

electronic atructure of matter is treated has been developed in the last two

decades to a high degree of sophistication (see e.g. the review by Kotani and

Toyozawa, 1979). The principles are discussed in Chapters 7, 8, 9 and 10



and illiistrated by selected examplca. Although important advances in t he

theoret icaJ descripl ton ot inner-level spectroscopius (e.g. Chapter 7) and

the band strucluie of solids (Cliapter 8} have been raade, there are s t i l l

severe L i m i t s tu l.hc predictive capabil i t ies of tlie theoreticjl modeln,

This iß p a r t i c u l a r l y due to the onnipresence of coniplicat ions duc to many-

eleclron effects (Chapter 9). Fortunately, a dose and inttnse cotlaboration

betveen theory and experiment occurs in these areas whtch is advancing our

understandiug of new Experiment a l observationa obtained frotn SR experimenta.

Hany kinds of d i f f e r e n t experinents u sing SK have been made on all classes

of subslaoces and Systems (Fig«. 27 and 28), and the following is a brief

of thia research.

In atpnic and molucular physics SR offers the unique poss ib i l i ty to tune

the excitation energy in optical or photoelectron emission experiiuents so aa

to optimally probe binding energies ranging fron Lhose of loosely bound

valence electrons up to energies corresponding to the most c igh t ly bound core

levels. The studiea ine lüde bot h ground atate Systems äs well äs higher

exe i t cd states. Fundamental quantities, such äs binding energies, their shifts

in ntolecular environments, potential curves and h^-dependent cross-sectiona

may be determined over extended energy ranges. In addilion to the static pro-

perties determining the energetic structure of the Systems, dynaiuical pro-

ceaaes, such äs relaxation and energy Transfer procesaea, are receiving

increasing attention. All of theie atudies (Chapter 7) which originate fron

the interaction between light and the electronic Charge, are the basis for

further developments and refinements of theoretical modela.

This general understanding is basic to a large numher of more obvious in-

portant phenomena, such äs (i) photon-induced chemical ceactions in plasnas

and in various regiona of the atmosphere, ( i i) the performance of molecules

and cluaters on surfaces in catalyzing chemical reactionu, ( i i i ) energy

transfer processes between aolecules or molecular assenblies äs an inportant

Step in biological processes and (iv) the dev«lopment and improvenent of

spectroscopic techniques used in applied research (e.g. for ttie developraent

of VUV lasers).

The electronic structure of solids and surfaces is subject of videspread

interest and an area of auch active research with SR. Early applications

of SR in thia f ie ld were in optical absorption and reflection spectroscopy

(e.g. Lynch 1979). While a certain fuundation in the understanding of optical

properties of aolids in this hitherto largely unexplored frequency ränge vag

established by these studies, nuch nore refined and extended invcatigatioos have

becoate poasible by the study of secondary and second arder processes. In

particular, ptiotoelectron emission and lumtnescence spectroscopy when combined

in their many forms with a tunable SK source have proven to be versatile and

powerful probes of the electronic structure of solids and surfacea. Photo-

electron spectroscopy (Chapter 10) enconpasses a wide ränge of topics, such

äs atoaic and molecular cross-section effects, accurate determination of

binding energies and material-induced binding energy shifts, valence band

structure (i.e. one-electron energy band versus nonentum E(k) dispersions)

for solids and for two dinensional surfaces, intrinsic surface states, ad-

sorbate Systems, surface reactions, etc. Information on these topics is of

central interest because they are fundamental for our understanding of the

chemical and physical properties of solids and surfaces. Moreover, the

experinental results provide not only crucial teats for any theoretical ntodel,

but have also many interesting and important applications. For exanple. the

topic of adsorbates and surface reactions covers basic tnechanisms of catalysia,

corrosion and oxidatioo.

Synchrotron radiation has given new incentives to a large variety of claasical

methods in Btructural research. This is esuecially true for the application

of ^xtended fc-Ray Absorption Hne £tructure (EXAFS), that is the absorption

of x-ray radiation (rather than diffract ion) äs a powerful tooi to determine

the local arrangenent of atoms. The principles and application of this tech-

nique are described ia Chapter M.

In Chapter 12, a sumnary is given of the elenentary theory of d i f f rac t ion of

electroaagnetic radiation in the x-ray region. X-ray diffract ion is a well

eatablished and very important tooi for dttermining the geometric atructure

of matter. In the sa»e Chapter , various experimental nethods are described

and new possibilities offered by SR for elastic scattering studies revjewed.

For example, the uae of SR for the classical nethods o f fe r s the advantages of
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obtaining increased reliabil i ty or higher resolution in space or tiroe.

Furthermore, a nurober of new ideas can be realized et fect ivt ly for the f i rs t

time wi th SR. Auiong these ue mention jc-ray iiuerferometry, real time topo-

graphy and real time diffract ion which can be used for kinetic studier of

phase transitions, Polymerisation or muscle contraction in biological fibres.

Investigations wi th SR are not confined to research in basic sciences.

Many of tlie experimental methods can aerve äs unique tools in applied

research. The etectronic structure of solide plays a fundamental role for

an understanding of their physical properties, e.g. up t i ca l , piagnetic, electronic,

chemical, etc. Today, tlie optical properties of a large number of elernent8

are being studied over extended hitherto utiexplored spectral ränges, largely

with the use of SK (e.g. Weavor et al., 1981). These and similar data for

semiconducturs and neu raaterials ( including organic compounds) may serve äs

a yardstick for builders and users of optical Systems currently being explored

and their potential applications in the fields of astronowy, oiicrolithography and

microscopy in biology and medicine, which are under active study and develop-

ment.

x-ray lithography is yet another area of applied research which benefits

from SR. It ia perhaps the most obvious example of how work wi th SR is be-

coming increasingly important in technology. The final chapter (Chapter 14)

of this handbook gives an introduction to this f ie ld and provides a large

amount of practical Information applicable to tlie design and evaluntion of

x-ray lithography Systems and processes.

In summary, this Handhook on Synchrotron Radiation provides a concise and

up-to-date picture of the preseut Situation and gives easy access to a broad

ränge of Information concerning SR methode and its many applications in basic

and applied science . Whlle the principles and basic methods are streseed

in the present voluae, it ia intended to provide in Jeptli sunnaries of the

diverse results from VUV applications and x-ray applications of SR in Volumes II

and III, respectively.

0t
The increasing ränge of applications of SR in various f ields of science
is also docuraented in the appendix of this handbook, where several books
and major review articles dealing wi th SR and its properties - each wi th
a different emphasis - have been lieted in Chronologieal order.

1.7 Future Prospccts

Today SR is used in more tlian 20 laboratories throughout the world. A

number of Institutes have just begun with their programs for using SK,

or are in the process of raaking their facilities available to a large

Community of users. One can safely predict that there will be a steadily

increasing Output of interesting and new results in many scientific

discipiines from these laboratories. This is in particular true for

Many of the x-ray Synchrotron radiation applicationa which have just begun.

Unfortunately, space considerations preclude mention of several important

but developing uses of SR in this introduction. Although it would be

tempting to comment on these, we refrain from doing so and refer to the

ensuing chapters.

The development and use of superconducting wigglers, äs well äs the ira-

provement of simple and iaexpensive permanent magnet uigglers will greatly

tncrease useful intensities by a factor of ten to a hundred. In certain

spectral .ranges even these intensities will be greatly surpassed by SR from

undulatora. These Cuture improveraente of SR sources will be, by today's

Standards, spectacular. The greatly improved sources wil l undoubtedly be a

driving force for new Instrumentation and new techniques and will permit

entire new classes of applications and lead to new breakthroughs.

In summaty, during the last two decades SR has matured from being an

unwanted byproduct of high energy electron accelerators to being a witiely

used source of radiation in the VUV and x-ray ränge which is in increasing

demand. It is apparent that SR has an assured future for some time to come

äs a tool for research in basic and applied science.
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In preparing th i s introduction we have heavily relied upon tlie work

of many of our cülltagues and frienda who over tlie past years liave

enjoyed wi th us tlie extraordinary developments ot reüeurcli wi t l i Syn-

chrotron radiat ion. We have tried to acknouledge tlieir work and

achievenientü througtiout this introduction and again wisli to tliank

tliero here for tlieir advice, help and cr i t ic i f im. It i» impossibU to

express our thanks ind iv idua l ly to all of them. Ilowever, we wish to

thank Yves Karge uhu lias made significant contributions to the outline of

the whole handbook project and to this introduction apec i f ica l ly .

Tlie diligence, patience, ski l l and good huraour of A. Schmidt and

U. Steusloff in preparing the manuscript were o£ great help to us.
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Table j: Basic Synchrotron Radiation Rela t ionships
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Table 4a: Sunwary of Rirametera describing the NaLional Synchrotron
Radia t ion Light Source (Brookhaveu) for a Utgglor in the
2.5 GeV x-r;iy ring and a bending magnet in the x-ray ring,
(fri-ra Sieunbergen, I9BO)

Wavelength (A)

Source diuensiuns
2

2ü x 2o (am )
y x,t

arc lengtl), Ax 1 (mrad)

vert. openiug anglt (urad)(2o')

Flux, per O.IZ AX / )> (ph/s)

Time structure

n u Biber of bunches

orbital time (ns)

ufrüi'tivo bunch Icngtli (ns)

lleüie ports, nuix.

X-ray (uiggler)

1

[0. 5; 25. üj

0.035x0.65

5

0.3

10'*

30

568

1.5

N(N-5)

X-ray (arc)

10

[2.5; 5.üJ

0.2x 0.5

10

0.4

2.5XIO"1

30

56»

1.7

(28 - N)

Table Ah: Cornparison of VUV atorage rings.

Energy E f^vl

Kadi us R [m ]

Curreiit 1 [mAj

c J

tleam size (FWI1M)

Flux at X
c

(pt>otons/süt:/mrad horiz./
O.IZ hündwidth)

Spectral bril liance

(in f lux/nnr/mrad)

ACÜ
(Orsuy)

0.55

l.ll

l W

37

!200x)2OO

I.HxlO12

6.7 x,010

BESSY
(Berlin)

O.ÖO

1.83

500

20

240x240

6.i,xlU12

l .37xlü'A

MSLS(VUV)
(Brookhaven)

0.70

1.90

I.OOO

680x260

6.55xl013
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Table 5; Conparlson of Synchrotron radiation source uith alternative
gources.

Spectral ränge

Infrared

Visible

Near UV

Vacuu» UV

Soft x-ray

Mediun x-ray

Hard x-ray

y-ray regton

Alternat ive Sources

Laaera, tunable
over limited regions

Lasers
gas discharge tubea

a few enission lines
plasna aources

Characteristic x-ray
emissian lines

Nuclear
Tf-ray sources

Nuclear
Y~ray sources

Hemarks

Laser very rauch
stronger, coherent
SR fu l ly tunable

for Lasers see Table 7
SR more intense
tban dittcharge and f u l l y
tunable

SR more intense (
and fu l ly tuaable

SR fron wigglers
or niiil t i CeV rings
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Tab le6 : VlIV and x-ray radiation sources (rrom Koch, 1981) References for Table 6

Source

He continuum

Ne continuun

Ar continuun

Kr continuun

Xe continuu»
. (a)Hinteregger lavp

He I resonance lamp

He 11 resonance lanp

Ne I resonance lamp

Ne 11 resonance lamp

Photon energy ränge (eV) l.inewidth Rewarks Referencea f ^

12 * fiw * 2l

12.4 * 'hu ' 16.8

8 • 'nw * 11.8

6.9 * fiu * 9.9

6.2 * ^iui * 8.4

4 * fiu 4 14

21.2

40.8

16.8

26.9

Laser g£nerated_pJUism<is

Yb target

Sm target

Cu target

20 * -Tun * 300 cV

Ot her targets poasible
(AI, Te, Fe)

Electron beam
sliding spark
(McCorkle Source)

BRV Source

YME. x-rays

ZrM£ x-rays

NbMC x-raya

RhMt; x-rays

TiH£ x-rays

MgKa x-rays

AI Ka x-rays

Cu Ka x-rays

Huclear y-ray
sources

•x.300 eV

4 <• 'fiw * 250 eV

132.3

151.4

171.4

260.4

452

1254

1487

8055

50 - 5OO KeV
several lines

-

pressures of
» _ ?IIM ff***r" zAßj torr

-

-

multi l ine

t.1 meV ?

£ 10 uteV pressures of
0. 1 - 0.5 torr

•vl neV

< I O meV

\<*f

(b)

(c)

X(a) , (b) (d)

(e)

< f >

(g)
"1

continua 1 ,.,

with a few L
discrete lines ^ic)-llij
of much higher 1
intensity 1 (i)

continuun (j)
plus dominant
eniission in a * ' » U *
line at 'OOO eV (k)

-4cont inuun 1 0 torr (k )
and multi l ine (D

0.5 eV —

0.8 eV

1.2 eV

4.0 eV

-

•U). 7 eV

<\.0.8 eV

1.2.5 eV —

(m)

yi) .(m)

(n)

'M/* (n)198 *"'
{ A» L 1 1 KoU 1 in^l

Tanaka Y. Jursa A. S. and LeBlank F.J. 1958
J. Opt. Soc. An. 48, 3O4

Samson, J .A.R. , 1962.
Techniques of Vacuiua Ulurav jo le t Spectroscopy (Wi l ey , N .Y. )

Ehler, W. , and Uefcsler, G. L., 1966,
Appl. Phys. Lett . 8, 89

Caroll, P. K . , Kennedy, E. T., and O'Sullivan, G. , 1978,
Opt. Lett. 2, 72

Baker, H. , and Burgers, D.D. , 1978,
Proc. SPIE 7JJ, 387

Mahajan, C.C., Baker, E. A. M. , and Burgers, U.U., 1979,
Opt. Lett. 4^ 283

Nagel, D.J., I98O,
Ann. N .Y. Acad. Sei. 342, 235

Mallozzi, P.J., Epstein, H .H. , Jung, R. G., Appl bäum, D.C.,
Fairand, B. P., Callagher, U.J., Uecker, R. L, , and Hackerheide, 11. C., 1974
J. Appl. Phys. 45, 1891

McCorkle. R. A., and Vollmer, H.J . , 1977,
Rev. Sei. Instr. 48, 1OS5

McCorkle, R. A. , and Vollmer, H . J . , 1980,
Ann. N .Y. Acad. Sei. »2, 53, aee also Sei. 205, 4OI (1979)

Balloffet, G. , Ronand, J., and Vodar, B., 1961,
C. R. Acad. Sei. (Paris) 252. 4139

E. g. Krause, H.O. , 1971,
Clien. Phys. Lett. [Q, 65

E. g. Bonse, U. , 1979,
in; Proceedingü of tbe Nato Advanced Inst i tu te
The characterization of crystal defects by x-ray methods
(Plenum Press, Durham)

Freund, A . , 1979,
Nucl. Instr. Methods 166, 65

Storage ring
e.g. DORIS (4 GeV)

e.g. PETRA (18 CeV) 10
"4 ftw

* 2x10

5xl0

.o"8

,o-fl



Table 8: Conparison of Puls«d Light Sourcas (from Hunro and Sabersky, 1980)

Characteristic
Synchrotron
radiation Lasers

tocoharenc
sources

Wavelength ränge

Intensity (nunber of photon«)
per pulse within a 0.1Z
wavelength band.

ran to M cm

MO9

Tunaabl« over oarrow
ränge» in ultaviolet
and visible. Son»
l ine» belov 200 ran
and macy in the
infrared.

O10 in l ps pulse
of width <10csf *

A wide variecy of aources
are nceded to cover ehe
rangt ^ 15 ran to radio
frequancies.

Minimum approximet« pulse
duracion

100 ps 0.2 ps <! n«

Pul»« r*petition rate to 500 MHz de co MOO MHz de to <100 MHz

Sourc« size aod divcrgence Xncoherent
*x* | nno
<1O mrad

Coherent
> I nm
^ 5 mrad

locoherent
'x.few on
Isotropie

Table 7: Coni>arison between VU7 Lasers and Synchrotron Radiation Sources (from Koch,1981)

Source Energy Region Linewidth/Resolution Intensity Puls« Langth Rcmarka

ArF las«r (a

3rd harmonic
mijcing in Mg vapor

discharge pump*d
F. laaer

Present
SR sources

1 (b) 6.41 «V
0933 8)

(c) 8.0 - 9.0 «V
(1400-1600 Ä)

(d) 7.85 eV
(1580 8)

I0"' - 3xl04eV

I0~3 eV

10~5 eV

<3 x 10~3 «V

I0~3 eV (0.03 S)
«t 5 - 40 «V
10"2 eV (0.02 A)
at 40 - 100 eV

1018 - 102° 55 nsec
photons /pulse

IQ1 ' 10 nsec
photons /pulse

1016 15 nsec

-,IO - 1013 140 psec
photons /A sec
at 5 - 1000 «V
a t exit slit

polarized
coherent

polarized
coherant

polarized
coh«r*nt

polarized
not coherent

Refartnces; («) For rare gas halide lasers in general, see e.g. data shcats by LDMONICS, Ottawa.

(b) Hoffnann «c al., Appl. Phys. Latttrs ̂ 8, 538 (1976)

(c) Wallaca et al., Appl. Phys. Letters 28, 449 (1976)

(d) Pumner «t al., Optics Comn. 28, 104 (1979)
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Table 9; Coaparison of Cu Ka emission from a ruiating anöde tuht and
Che continuum fron a 100 kW rotating anöde with a present
day Synchrotron .source (DC1) and an estimation for the
proposed European Synchrotron Radiation Facility IC SKV.
Nute that sirailar values äs für tu« ESRF hold for radiation
from wigglera fron the 2,5 GeV NSLS s turage ring (Table 4).
(From Farge and Duke, 1979.)

/
u
uno.
-g
w
M

R
U

«0
•rt

•°

,

CX6 rotating anöde
tubc 2 . 4 k W (CuKa emission)

Small angle scattering
wi th a double raonochro-
niator

Protein crystallography
with a single focus
monochromator
• 1 IHIH samples
• s mall aamples

Diffuse scattering
(wide angLeu, low
resolution and large
samples) w i th a curved
graphite monochromator

Non characteristic wavelength
(continuous background) EXAF5
experiraental set-up aith a
100 kW rotating anöde

DCI
1 .72 GeV

and 240 oiA

x 500 to 1.000

x 50 to 160
x 30 to 60

x 20 to 40

4
x 10

ÜSRF
5 GeV

and 565 mA

x 15.000
to 3U.OOO

x 9OO to 1 .800
x 650 to 1 . 300

x 160 to 320

S
x 10
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Figure Captions

Fig. l Synchrotron Radiation covers a large part of the

electromagnet ic spectruro from the microwave ränge

out to the hard x-ray and y-ray region.

Fig. 2 Experimental uses of the Synchrotron radiation spectrum.

The unique properties of Synchrotron radiation including

its broad apectrum extending from the infrared to the

x-ray region roake it a unique reaearch tool for a broad

ränge of disciplines. It can be useful in any scient i f ic

inveatigation where the structure or nature of a material

or specimen can be examined by roeans of its interaction

with electromagnetic radiation. The spectrum graphically

illustrates the ränge of wavelengths available from a

typical Synchrotron radiation source. Some of the

disciplines and research subjects that make use of the

Synchrotron radiation are also shown, the titles placed

to correspond, very approximately, with the part of the

apectrum that is uti l ised (after Lea 1977).

Fig. 3 a) Vistble part of Synchrotron radiation from the storage

ring DORIS.

b) Synchrotron radiation frora the storage ring VEPP-3

emerges from a bending roagnet through a beaa pipe and

a Beryllium window. The x-rays (X<4Ü) are so intense

that they ionize the air along their path causing

visible fluorescence of the molecules.(Courtesy of

Kulipanov).

c) Vlsible part of Synchrotron radiation from the 0.3 GeV

SOR storage ring in Tokyo emerges through a uindow from

the extraction chamber. One can clearly see the emission

characteristics of Synchrotron radiation; within the

plane of the storage ring the window is ful ly i t lumtnated,

while the intensity drops rapidly above and helow.(Foto-

graph by E.E. Koch).
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Fig. General arrangement of a Synchrotron radiatinn center:

L, l inear accelerator; H, booster Synchrotron; X-SR,

x-ray storage ring; VUV-SR, vacuuai ultraviolet and

soft x-ray storage ring; W, wigglur in a low |j insertion;

U, undulaCor; possiblt radlation fans are indicated.

Fig. 5 Geometry of Synchrotron radiatinn eaiission; (a) the plane

of the accelerator or storage ring is f i l led with radiat-

ion, (b) Lhe intensity in the off plane direction drops

rapidly with the increasing angle ij>{bottom). (Frora Koch 1977),

Fig. 6 General shape of the radiation spectrum of an electron

müving in a curved trajectory per CeV.

Fig. 7 In tens i ty spectra for several storage rings used äs

Synchrotron radiation sources. The paramelers for operating

the storage r ings are the same äs given in Fig. 8 (after

Thompson and Poole, 1979).

Fig. 8 Average spectral brilliance äs a function of wavelengch

for several different storage rings uaed äs Synchrotron

radiation sources (a f te r Thompson and Poole, 1979).

Fig. <* Angular dis tr ibut ion of intensity components wi th electrical

vector parallel (l u ) and normal ( l i ) to Ehe plane of the

Synchrotron, linear polarization and circular polarization

(frora decomposit ion into left (I.) and right (I..) h and

ci rcular ly polarized components) for a storage ring wi th

R ' 12 .12 m and an energy of K=3.5 GeV (DORIS) calculated

for three plK>ton energies nn. fy is the elevation angte per-

pendicular to the orhital plane (after Koch et al. 1976).

Fig. 10 Experimentally determined shape öl the light pulsea for the

storage rings DORIS and for ACO (after Koch et al. 1976).

Fig. I I A three-pole uiggler wi th stron^ central f i e l d .
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Fig. 12 Description of a planar undulator. A horizontal periödic

raagnetic field of period Xf l forces electrons to oscillate

in the vertical plane with the same period. Instantaneous-

ly , the light is eraitted in a l/A cone centered on the

tangent of the trajectory. 6 is the angle of observation.

If a is the maximum deflection angle of this trajectory,

witli the z axis, the nonrelativistic transverse case ( K < > )

corresponds to a < I / Y and the relativistic one (K> 1) to

d > l / Y . (From Farge 1980).

Fig. 13 Expected spectral distribution of ehe light emitted by an

undulator in different modes of Operation (after Thompson

and Poole, 1979): (a) low field case (K« I); observation

throngh a small pinhole with a very parallel electron bearo;

(or through a small pinhole, but with a divergent electron

bearo); (c) high field case (K > I); observation through a

small pinhole with a very parallel electron beam; (d) high

field case (K > I); angular integrated wi th a very parallel

electron beam (or through a small pinhole, but with a diver-

gent electron beam).

Fig. Emission of the Orsay undulator on ACO observed on a white

screen with 150-MeV electrons and Bo <= 3200 g (K - 1.2).

Upper and lower parts of the emission are linited by the

size of the vacuum chamber in the ring.(Courtesy of Y. P e t r o f f ) ,

Flg. 15 Obeervations of SR and UR at Tomsk with a \0\r set

for K = 0.7 for d i f ferent electron energies and plioton po~

larizations. The first column gives the o component and the

second gives the TI component. Different rows correspond to

decreasing beam energy going from top to bottom (1-6). The

frequency or harmonic number for each spectrum is n = 0.6 (1),

0.8 (2)", 1.0 (3). 1.4 (4), 1.8 (5) and 2.0 (6). (Courtesy of

M. Nikitin; Tomsk).
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Sclieiuatlc picture of an electrou stordge ring w i l h the

insertion of a Fri;e-electroii lasor u sc i l l a tu r .

Fig. 17 Synchrotron radiation from 7O MtV Klectron Synchrotron at

Genural Blectric Kesearcti Laboratory, Sclienect udy , New York,

where it was f i rs t diacovered in 1947.

Fig. 18 Overall layout of tlie National Synchrotron Lieht Snurce,
Drookhaven National Laboratory (froin Van Steenbergen I960).

Hg. 19 Plan view. ot* t he 2.5 GeV electrou storage fing, beam lines

and l he experimental ha l l für the Photon fr'actory at TSUKUBA.

I. n« a n s t he locatlon of t he long s t rd ight sectiuns and H

nteans the mediuai straight sections ( f rom Iltike I98O).

fig. 2u Outl ine ot tue BKSSY storage ring (Courtesy ot Bradshau).

Fig. 2l Det in i t ions for describing t he characteriatics of a light »ource,

Fig. 22 Phase space ellipses for tlie ver t ica l courdinate of the electron

beaoi alone (solid lines) and including the SK divergency

(djshed lines). The source is locut td at 2 • 0, Lhe light beara
expands in the positive Z dlrection, The uprighl ellipse for

SK at Z * O (a) is sheared while t h« heam noves tu 'L - i(b).

The invariant« are the intersectinns w i lh the y-axis, the pro-

jection on the y' axis and the are a. A slit (with boundariea Su

and S0) inserted at Z • t can be projected back to the origin
(a) . The sliaded are a is an invariant also. Figures c and d show

the sarae t raneformation for an already tilted electron beam

ellipse (divergent electron beanl). Sioiilar graphs hold for the

horizontal euittance. (From Gudal and Kunz 1979).

Fig. 23 üpectral ränges covered by synchrutron radiation and alternative
lighL sources. The ränges for operatiog variuua kinds of uono-

chromators are also indicated (From Koch 198l).

- 6l) -

t'ig. 24 Uchenatic spectral distr ibution of Synchrotron radiation

wlth the electron energy in GeV äs a paränieter. The spectra

of rare gas discharge lümps (Tanaka et a l . , 1958) are shown

for conparison. (From Koch 1976).

l'ig. 25 Schema t ic comparison of Synchrotron radiation wlth an

x-ray tube with respect to tlieir characteristics in angle,
energy and tioie ( a f t e r P. Eisenberge r, 1974).

Fig. 26 Flux comparison for several x-ray and y-ray sources. (Af te r

Koch and Haterlik. 1979).

Fig. 27

Fig. 28

Upper panel: The interaction of photons wi th uolecules is

schematically depicted indicating the many possible spectros-

copies. Löwer panel: photo-excitation spectroscopies applied
to solide and surfacee. Atoms in the outerroost aurface layer

have different geonetries and physical properties than the

underlying bulk counterparts. Also adeorbed species may be
studied by the indicated techniques.

Schenatic representation of the many d i f fe ren t x-ray experiments
possible with Synchrotron radiation.
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